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Best Graduate Schools 2018
U.S. News & World Report's annual Best Colleges book is the longest-running and most quoted guide to undergraduate study in
the United States -- with exclusive in-depth rankings; expert advice on choosing, getting into, and paying for college; and a
directory of over 1,600 schools.
This concise guide to medical school offers an alternative path to developing a diverse set of academic and professional skills for a
successful career in medicine. Written for current and prospective medical students, chapters are structured around eight key
themes relevant to the active ‘all-rounder’ medic, including learning and leading high-quality research, opportunities in global
health, further academic degrees and the complementary career options available to today’s medical graduate. This book serves
as essential reading for anyone considering and embarked upon an exciting career in medicine.
Prospective college students and their parents have been relying on Loren Pope's expertise since 1995, when he published the
first edition of this indispensable guide. This new edition profiles 41 colleges—all of which outdo the Ivies and research universities
in producing performers, not only among A students but also among those who get Bs and Cs. Contents include: Evaluations of
each school's program and "personality" Candid assessments by students, professors, and deans Information on the progress of
graduates This new edition not only revisits schools listed in previous volumes to give readers a comprehensive assessment, it
also addresses such issues as homeschooling, learning disabilities, and single-sex education.
U.S. News & World Report's annual Best Graduate Schools book is the "gold standard" guide to U.S. grad schools, with in-depth
rankings, information on careers and trends, and a 160-page directory of MBA programs, medical schools, law schools, and grad
programs in Engineering, Nursing, and Education.
In the 1950s, East Central Florida underwent a vast transformation with the creation of the American space program. The sleepy
fishing communities stretching from Titusville to Melbourne became home to an army of engineers, rocket scientists, and
technicians who would soon take Florida and the nation into the missile age. With no opportunities for advanced study nearby, a
handful of determined men and women launched Brevard Engineering College in 1958. In 1966, Florida's secretary of state
approved the college's petition to change its name to Florida Institute of Technology. In its short history, Florida Tech has
overcome formidable hurdles and succeeded in winning a place in the top ranks of scientific and technological universities. A
college on the rise, Florida Tech has not only a bright future, but a rich and colorful history that has been captured in striking
photographs. The exciting story of "Countdown College"-from the lift-off of Bumper 8 in 1950, which launched the space program
in Florida, to the most recent high-tech additions to campus facilities-is the subject of this captivating new pictorial history.
U.S. News & World Report's annual Best Hospitals book is the definitive guide to quality health care in the United States, featuring
U.S. News' exclusive rankings and ratings of adult and children's hospitals. This attractively illustrated guidebook also features indepth looks at emerging trends of interest to both consumers and health-care professionals.
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• This irreverent, but serious guide to what life in higher education institutions is really like, now enhanced by 100 new tips •
Invaluable advice that ranges from getting your Ph.D. to setting the course of your academic career The 100 new hints expand
sections on the dissertation process, job hunting, life in the classroom and on dealing with students, as well as on matters that
affect readers’ careers, such as research, publication, and tenure. The book concludes with a tongue-in-cheek appendix on How
to Become a Millionaire while an academic.
Welcome to the Computer Game Development & Animation field! If you are interested in a career in the computer gaming field,
you’ve come to the right book. So what exactly do these people do on the job, day in and day out? What kind of skills and
educational background do you need to succeed in these fields? How much can you expect to make, and what are the pros and
cons of these various fields? Is this even the right career path for you? How do you avoid burnout and deal with stress? This book
can help you answer these questions and more. This book, which includes interviews with professionals in the field, covers the
following areas of this field that have proven to be stable, lucrative, and growing professions. Artist/Animator Producer Sound
Designer Video Game Designer Video Game Developer Video Game Tester Writer
Provides a detailed overview of the best business schools across North America, including information on each school's academic program,
competitiveness, financial aid, admissions requirements, and social scenes.
*****As seen on the TODAY SHOW!***** NO ONE KNOWS COLLEGES LIKE THE PRINCETON REVIEW! The Princeton Review's college
rankings started in 1992 with surveys from 30,000 students. Over 25 years and more than a million student surveys later, we stand by our
claim that there is no single “best” college, only the best college for you… and that this is the book that will help you find it! What Makes THE
BEST 382 COLLEGES the Most Popular College Guide? STRAIGHT FROM STUDENTS TO YOU · 382 in-depth school profiles based on
candid feedback from 137,000 students, covering academics, administration, campus life, and financial aid · Insights on unique college
character, social scene, and more RANKING LISTS & RATINGS SCORES · Lists of the top 20 colleges in 62 categories based on students'
opinions of academics, campus life, facilities, and much more · Ratings for every school on Financial Aid, Selectivity, and Quality of Life ·
Bonus list of the 200 "best-value" schools featured in Colleges That Pay You Back DETAILED ADMISSIONS INFORMATION · The "Inside
Word" on competitive applications, test scores, tuition, and average indebtedness · Comprehensive information on selectivity, freshman
profiles, and application deadlines at each school What the media is saying about The Princeton Review's Best Colleges guide: “The most
efficient of the college guidebooks. Has entertaining profiles larded with quotes from students.”–Rolling Stone “The offbeat indexes, along
with the chattily written descriptions of each school, provide a colorful picture of each campus.” –The New York Times “A great book.... It’s a
bargain.” –CNN “Our favorite college guidebook.” –Seventeen “Provides the kind of feedback students would get from other students in a
campus visit.” –USA Today
U.S. News & World Report's annual Best Colleges book is the longest-running and most quoted guide to undergraduate study in the United
States -- with exclusive in-depth rankings; expert advice on choosing, getting into, and paying for college; and a directory of nearly 1,600
schools.
The Social Media Journalist Handbook teaches readers how to be a real-world social media journalist, tracing the evolution of the field to its
current-day practice. This book establishes social media journalism as the latest and one of the most effective ways to practice journalism in
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the 21st century. It features insights from top recruiters, editors, and senior producers working in the field, as well exercises that aid readers
in developing the practical skills necessary to work successfully with social media. Readers will come away from the book with the knowledge
to build strong social media strategies across different budgets, employing evergreen principles that work for different, ever-changing
platforms. They’ll learn how to reach and engage with the maximum number of people, as well as find sources, raise one’s profile, conduct
research, and produce stories. This book also features additional material online for instructors.
If you are a skilled legal professional, you know incivility within the profession has reached epidemic proportions. James H. Fierberg spent
almost forty years practicing law at the highest levels, and he suggests the profession can solve the problem by paying attention to something
it has mostly ignored: mentoring lawyers. In fact, he argues that mentoring programs can help to elevate save the profession and also remove
some of the world’s rampant toxicity. He answers questions such as: • How can firms urge an early and comprehensive mindful moral
inventory of new attorneys? • What can firms do to help lawyers cultivate positive interpersonal skills and progress in the legal profession? •
What can senior lawyers do to nurture a legacy for themselves, their firms, and their brands? Mindful mentors must not only commit to
teaching mentees—they must encourage them to come to terms with exactly who they are, how they got to this point, and how they will
establish themselves in the community of law moving forward.
This topical volume contextualizes the heightened interest in sustainable education across the globe and will be of interest to researchers,
university leaders, and students interested in a sustainable future for universities and society as a whole.
"In-depth profiles, ratings & lists to help find the right college for you--based on feedback from 154,000 students"--Cover.
The subject of the use of social media has renewed interest because of the impact that it had on the last U.S. presidential election and the
impact that social media networks will have on subsequent elections. As guides in the information world, it is thus important that librarians be
well versed in social media. This has called attention to the relevance and urgency of incorporating social media use into the academic
library, both as a marketing tool and as an instruction tool. Social Media for Communication and Instruction in Academic Libraries is an
essential reference source that offers guidance in using social media in academic libraries and in instruction with a special emphasis on
assessment and evidence-based practice. Featuring research on topics such as digital libraries, marketing, and web analytics, this book is
ideally designed for librarians, administrators, educators, managers, information technology specialists, professionals, researchers, and
students.

The 10th anniversary edition of the bestselling foundational business training manual for ambitious readers, featuring new
concepts and mental models: updated, expanded, and revised. Many people assume they need to attend business school to learn
how to build a successful business or advance in their career. That's not true. The vast majority of modern business practice
requires little more than common sense, simple arithmetic, and knowledge of a few very important ideas and principles. The
Personal MBA 10th Anniversary Edition provides a clear overview of the essentials of every major business topic:
entrepreneurship, product development, marketing, sales, negotiation, accounting, finance, productivity, communication,
psychology, leadership, systems design, analysis, and operations management...all in one comprehensive volume. Inside you'll
learn concepts such as: The 5 Parts of Every Business: You can understand and improve any business, large or small, by
focusing on five fundamental topics. The 12 Forms of Value: Products and services are only two of the twelve ways you can create
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value for your customers. 4 Methods to Increase Revenue: There are only four ways for a business to bring in more money. Do
you know what they are? Business degrees are often a poor investment, but business skills are always useful, no matter how you
acquire them. The Personal MBA will help you do great work, make good decisions, and take full advantage of your skills, abilities,
and available opportunities--no matter what you do (or would like to do) for a living.
Provides a detailed overview of the best undergraduate and graduate business schools across North America, including
information on each school's academic program, competitiveness, financial aid, admissions requirements, rankings and social
scenes.
The field of health services offers a wide variety of jobs for those who want to help others while working in a challenging, rewarding
career that affords great opportunities for professional growth. Whether one is interested in a career as physician, dentist, and
nurse or technician, pharmacist, dietitian, and mental health worker, this comprehensive guide offers readers essential information
about different careers in health services, including academic requirements, areas of specialization, job outlook, and typical job
duties. In addition, job search topics such as free resources, social media platforms, and the interview process are covered in
detail.
Social Inequality and Social Stratification in US Society uses a historical and conceptual framework to explain social stratification
and social inequality. The historical scope gives context to each issue discussed and allows the reader to understand how each
topic has evolved over the course of American history. The author uses qualitative data to help explain socioeconomic issues and
connect related topics. Each chapter examines major concepts, so readers can see how an individual’s success in stratified
settings often relies heavily on their access to valued resources—types of capital which involve finances, schooling, social
networking, and cultural competence. Analyzing the impact of capital types throughout the text helps map out the prospects for
individuals, families, and also classes to maintain or alter their position in social-stratification systems.
Fully up-to-date and packed with useful tips and helpful insights,this publication provides a comprehensive overview of the
admission process forthe national and international veterinary schools that are members of theAssociation of American Veterinary
Medical Colleges (AAVMC). As the official guideto getting into vet school, it provides hundreds of pages of must-haveinformation,
essential to achieving your goal of becoming a veterinarian. The heart of this publication is a directory of member
schools,providing the following information for each school: a summary of applicationprocedures; requirements for application and
residency; prerequisites foradmission; deadlines for each component of the application process; a descriptionof campus and
campus life; and the costs of tuition and fees. Full-page spreadsprovide a complete profile of the different campuses and clearly
lay out allthe details you need to select the school that matches your needs best. Additional information includes an overview of
the VeterinaryMedical College Application Service (VMCAS); information about theaccreditation of veterinary schools and
professional licensure as aveterinarian; a helpful timeline for aspiring vets from high school onward; andfirsthand accounts from
current students and practitioners about what it's liketo train as a vet. This publication provides concise, current, and the best
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comparativeinformation for students interested in preparing for a career in veterinarymedicine, as well as their advisors and
counselors. It is the essential guideto becoming a DVM.
This is a book for dedicated academics who consider spending years masochistically overworked and underappreciated as a
laudable goal. They lead the lives of the impoverished, grade the exams of whiny undergrads, and spend lonely nights in the
library or laboratory pursuing a transcendent truth that only six or seven people will ever care about. These suffering, unshaven
sad sacks are grad students, and their salvation has arrived in this witty look at the low points of grad school. Inside, you’ll find: •
advice on maintaining a veneer of productivity in front of your advisor • tips for sleeping upright during boring seminars • a
description of how to find which departmental events have the best unguarded free food • how you can convincingly fudge data
and feign progress This hilarious guide to surviving and thriving as the lowliest of life-forms—the grad student—will elaborate on all
of these issues and more.
The Planetizen Guide to Graduate Urban Planning Programs is the essential resource for prospective students considering
graduate study in the fields of urban planning, city planning, and the built environment.The Planetizen Guide to Graduate Urban
Planning Programs is the only comprehensive ranking and listing of graduate urban planning programs available. In its 6th edition,
the guide is exhaustively researched by the staff of Planetizen. Thousands of students have used the Guide to inform their
decision on which graduate programs to apply to, and ultimately, attend.FEATURES- Detailed Profiles of 97 Graduate Urban
Planning Programs in the United States- Profiles of Planning Students and Professionals- Advice for Selecting a Planning Program
and Applying to Graduate School- Introduction to Graduate Study in the Field of Urban PlanningCOMPREHENSIVE RANKINGSTop 25 Ranked Schools for Urban Planning Programs- Best Schools by Region (Midwest, Northeast, South, and West)- Top 25
Programs According to Educators- Additional rankingsNARROW DOWN YOUR GRADUATE PROGRAM SEARCH- Admissions
Requirements and Statistics- Cost of Attendance- Faculty and Student Demographics- Specializations- Study Abroad
OpportunitiesHEAR FROM- Current grad students, with advice on what to look for in a program- Practicing professionals,
revealing how they made the most of their graduate studies- A planning professor, who explains how to launch your planning
career- Planetizen's editorial staff, on why one would choose a career in urban planning
Make sure you’re preparing with the most up-to-date materials! Look for The Princeton Review’s newest edition of this book, The
Best 386 Colleges, 2021 Edition (ISBN: 9780525569725, on-sale August 2020). Publisher's Note: Products purchased from thirdparty sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not include access to online tests or materials
included with the original product.
What if you had a guidebook that you could turn to at each stage of your academic journey to help you navigate through the
process of getting a PhD in Biblical Studies and succeeding in the academic world? This book is precisely intended to fill that
need. From theory to practice, you will find discussions and answers to the most pertinent and pressing questions that prospective
and current doctoral students are faced with: How do I choose a program? How can I gain admission into an elite program? How
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do I choose a research topic? Alongside the "big" questions about the process, there are also a host of smaller matters: How do I
publish an article? What conferences are out there in my field? Where do I start looking for a job? How do I get teaching
experience? How do I write a syllabus? This guidebook tackles all of these questions and many more in three parts: Prepare
focuses on getting into a PhD program; Succeed guides you through the doctoral program, especially the writing of the
dissertation; and Advance treats issues that relate to success in the academic world such as conference participation, publishing,
employment, and best practices in teaching. PRAISE FOR THE FIRST EDITION "Gupta has kindly provided me a book version of
an academic mentor. In a time when many professors are busy, Gupta walks the extra mile and makes himself present not only in
person to those near him, but also in writing for those like me. I can't thank him enough!" --Natan B. de Carvalho, College Student
"Dr. Gupta's book offered indispensable advice for me as I applied for PhD programs, completed my thesis, and applied for (and
secured) tenure-track jobs. I am grateful for his service to the guild!" --Madison N. Pierce, Assistant Professor in New Testament,
TEDS "Having started seminary about a year after the first edition appeared, I was able to use Gupta's abundance of clear-headed
advice to build a path to doctoral study. I can see, as a student in a first-tier PhD program, that this journey would not have been
possible had I not been able to learn the many unspoken rules Gupta outlines in this invaluable book." --Jonathan Groce, New
Testament PhD student at Emory University "This book should be required for anyone even slightly interested in biblical higher
education. I've enjoyed it so much that I've bought it three times, having given it away to two students." --Ryan Lytton, Director of
Academic Services and Adjunct Professor at Life Pacific University-Virginia "This book has proven immensely helpful as I
navigated the PhD application process. Providing useful benchmarks and invaluable suggestions, Gupta's sage advice prepared
me for success." --Benjamin Castaneda, PhD student at the University of St. Andrews "The world of academic biblical studies can
be difficult to navigate, especially for ethnic minorities. This book has prepared me well by making an opaque process clear and
straightforward. I recommend it to anyone considering this path." --Daniel K. Eng, PhD candidate, University of Cambridge "I
wanted to thank you for the invaluable guidance your book provided as I made decisions concerning my academic future. I have
just completed my M.A. in Classical Studies at Villanova and was accepted into graduate programs at both Edinburgh and Oxford.
Every step of the way your text provided clear and specific recommendations. It was a true blessing." --Ken Tully, Adjunct Faculty
at Villanova "Prepare, Succeed, Advance is a tremendously helpful reference tool. As an academic advisor, I will make this the first
resource I recommend to colleagues who may not have the advantage of personal experience in a PhD program. As a student, I
will regularly return to Gupta's work for counsel on the next stage of academic life. Doctoral students should rejoice at having such
a sure guide to academic success and commend Gupta for his contribution." --Samuel Emadi, review in JETS 56/1 (2013)
139-141, (140-141) "This guide is indispensable to anyone thinking about a PhD." --Abram K-J, "Should I get a PhD?" Words on
the Word blog, July 9 2012 "Nijay Gupta's Prepare, Succeed, Advance: A Guidebook for Getting a PhD in Biblical Studies and
Beyond is just that, a guidebook. It does not claim to provide a formula on how the entire process works. At the same time, it is
more than that in the sense that Gupta's honesty, attention to detail, and measured optimism throughout the entire book give his
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voice a level of credibility and warmth that prospective students will find invaluable as they begin their own individual paths toward
academia." --Michael Suh, PhD, Emory, review in RBL: October 2014 "Prepare, Succeed, Advance has so many helpful points
that my highlighter almost gave out. If you have even the tiniest desire to pursue a PhD in Biblical Studies, get a few pencils, two
highlighters, and a copy of this book. You won't be sorry." --Andrew Kelley, PhD, Edinburgh "When I started to investigate what a
PhD in Biblical Studies entailed I was lost. What do schools look for? What programs are better for what field? So many questions,
and so little (quality) answers. When I found Dr. Gupta's book I found both a map and compass. His book laid out the road
ahead--including avenues to avoid, and boulevards to explore in more detail. Following Dr. Gupta's candid advice I have received
offers to study at a couple of UK PhD programs. I think I owe Dr. Gupta some money! Buy this book--you will not be disappointed!"
--Joshua Morris
This book has been replaced by Insider's Guide to Graduate Programs in Clinical and Counseling Psychology, 2020/2021 Edition,
ISBN 978-1-4625-4143-0.
Make sure you’re preparing with the most up-to-date materials! Look for The Princeton Review’s newest edition of this book, The
Best 387 Colleges, 2022 (ISBN: 9780525570820, on-sale August 2021). Publisher's Note: Products purchased from third-party
sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not include access to online tests or materials
included with the original product.
This book explores the stark stratification and struggles over classifications in US academia from a relational perspective, looking
beyond material differences and tracing its roots to symbolic power relations. Based on a mixed methods study drawing on both
interview and quantitative data, it offers an account of the workings of academia, shedding light on the structures that permit elite
departments to define categories and impose legitimate scientific definitions, to which the non-elite must adhere. With a focus on
two scientific disciplines, the author shows how the translation of objective structures into mental structures establishes a
relationship of power with regard to the definition of scientific categories, thus determining access to resources and opportunities
to participate and move within the academic field. A study of the unequal intrusion of economic logics into the academic domain,
this volume will appeal to scholars, policy makers and institutional leaders with interests in higher education, inequality within
science, academic careers, power relationships and competition in the academy.
Today's parents need a guide to colleges and universities where their children can find a strong Catholic presence on campus. In
these days, with so many young people falling away from the practice of their faith during college, it is vital for them to find support
for their faith during the college years. College is a time of growing and exploring intellectually and experientially. With a strong
Catholic presence on campus, students can critically examine and deepen their faith. Catholicism has much to offer especially
communion with God, who is love and mercy and the source of all hope, community, wisdom, and a stabilizing guide in life. As
both a practicing Catholic and professional college planner, Katherine O'Brien MA CCPS, founder of Celtic College Consultants,
has compiled a college guide to meet the needs of practicing Catholics. In Every Catholic's Guide to College she documents the
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American colleges and universities that have certain supports for Catholic student life on their campus. The Guide includes
detailed information about the best US colleges and universities for practicing Catholics, based on the availability of strong support
for living and growing in faith on campus. Support includes the presence of a top ranked Newman Center or a Catholic dorm or
FOCUS or St. Paul's outreach Catholic missionaries or being listed in the Newman Guide to Choosing a Catholic College. Each
college's entry includes basic admissions criteria and financial aid information in addition to information on the academic programs
offered and the research centers and institutes associated with the university. Making the Guide easy to use, the colleges and
universities are listed in alphabetical order. An index listing the schools by state and another, longer index listing the schools by
sport and division (NCAA Division 1, 2, 3, or NAIA) are located at the back of the book. For each institution, the following
information is listed: -Address, website, phone number -Number of undergraduate students, percentage male and female -In-state
and Out-of-state costs, and % of financial need met, on average, for undergraduates -Athletic Division -Middle 50% range of SAT
and ACT scores. If the CLT is accepted, it is noted. -The kinds of degrees, colleges within the universities, undergraduate majors
(for most schools), and research centers and institutes hosted by the institution While Every Catholic's Guide to College gives fairly
complete information for hopeful undergraduates, aspiring graduate students will also benefit from using the Guide. Both
undergraduate and graduate applicants interested in research and/or special topics within their field of study will be significantly
aided by the inclusion of lists of research centers and institutes hosted by the colleges and universities. The Guide will serve
Catholic families as a great starting point as they search for the best colleges for their children. What People Are Saying about
Every Catholic's Guide to College "College should be a time of deepening spiritual and intellectual engagement with one's Catholic
faith, yet studies tell us that more Catholics in the U.S. lose their faith during college than at any other time. Katherine O'Brien's
new guidebook couldn't come at a better time. "Every Catholic's Guide to Colleges" provides the comprehensive information
Catholic students and their parents need to make an informed decision about where to prepare young Catholics for fruitful lives in
this world -- and the next." Christopher Currie Director of Institutional Advancement St. Jerome Academy Hyattsville, MD
"Katherine, I am so grateful that you have done this work. I hope that it blesses many people discerning college." Fr. Mike Schmitz
Chaplain for Newman Catholic Campus Ministries University of Minnesota, Duluth & Director of the Office of Youth Ministry for the
Diocese of Duluth
Innovation on Tap is the story of innovation in America told through the eyes of 25 entrepreneurs, from Eli Whitney and his cotton
gin to Lin-Manuel Miranda and his Broadway smash, Hamilton. The stories illustrate the sweep and impact of innovation. From
razor blades, insurance, and baseball to smart cities, online running communities, and cybersecurity, innovators across three
centuries gather in an imaginary barroom to discuss the essential themes of entrepreneurship--Mechanization, Mass Production,
Consumerism, Digitization, and Sustainability--while emphasizing and reemphasizing the importance of community to their
success.
This practical, user-friendly resource helps students successfully complete an evaluation capstone: a dissertation, thesis, or
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culminating project where a student conducts an evaluation as their capstone experience. Authors Tamara M. Walser and Michael
S. Trevisan present a framework to support students and faculty in maximizing student development of evaluator competencies,
addressing standards of the evaluation profession, and contributing to programs and disciplinary knowledge. Their framework, and
this book, is organized by six fundamentals of evaluation practice: quality; stakeholders; understanding the program; values;
approaches; and maximizing evaluation use. Throughout the book they use the metaphor of the journey to depict the processes
and activities a student will experience as they navigate an evaluation capstone and the six fundamentals of evaluation practice. In
pursuit of a completed capstone, students grow professionally and personally, and will be in a different place when they reach the
destination and the capstone journey is complete.
Known for shedding light on the link between the courts, public policy, and the political environment, Judicial Process in America
offers students a clear but comprehensive overview of today’s American judiciary. Considering the courts from every level, the
authors thoroughly cover judges, lawyers, litigants, and the variables at play in judicial decision-making. The highly anticipated
Eleventh Edition offers updated coverage of recent Supreme Court rulings, including same-sex marriage and health care
subsidies; the effect of three women justices on the Court?s patterns of decision; and the policy-making role of state tribunals as
they consider an increasing number of state programs and policies. New to this Edition Discussions of recent judicial appointments
take a critical look at how President Trump’s victory has set the stage for moving the ideological direction of the Supreme Court
and of the lower federal judiciary in a distinctly more conservative direction. An analysis of recent controversial Supreme Court
decisions help students to identify with the content by exploring issues such as, citizenship rights for immigrants, gay and lesbian
rights, and freedom of speech and religion. Additional tables and graphs illustrate the patterns and trends that are occurring in
today’s judicial process. New coverage of current topics help students see how the judicial process is applied. These topics
include: the legality of Congress’ feeble attempts to "repeal and replace" the Affordable Care Act that affects millions of people;
how to address the issues of immigration and deportations, including what to do about so-called Dreamers (children brought
illegally to the United States by their parents without the children’s knowledge and who have spent much or all of their lives here);
the status of abortion rights in America as more and more conservative states have sought to further restrict a woman’s right to
such a procedure; the legal status of transgender persons in the armed forces; the degree to which severely gerrymandered
legislative districts pass constitutional muster; and the great changes in the issue of same-sex marriage, both among average
Americans and within the state and federal court systems (including all the ancillary issues such as whether same-sex couples can
adopt children and obtain government fringe benefits).

Featuring expert advice for applying to graduate school in clinical and counseling psychology--as well as profiles of more
than 300 doctoral programs--this authoritative resource has now been updated for 2020/2021. More than 150,000
prospective students have used the Insider's Guide to find the programs that meet their needs and maximize their
chances of getting in. Profiles include each program's specializations or tracks, admission requirements, acceptance
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rates, financial aid, research areas, and clinical opportunities. A detailed time line and multiple worksheets help students
complete key prerequisites, decide where to apply, develop their credentials, put together strong applications, and make
an informed final decision. The 2020/2021 Edition includes profiles of 14 additional programs, plus updates about the
application process.
This ground-breaking book comprehensively addresses an area of major and sustained concern: how to improve the use
of research evidence and enhance educators’ research engagement as a route to the improvement of educational
practice. It focuses on the topic of knowledge brokering and mobilization in education, and its role in fostering evidenceinformed practice. Divided into three sections, each addressing a different role of knowledge mobilizers, the book is
based in clear evidentiary grounding. The chapters: Explore payoffs and challenges of connecting research to practice
Provide recommendations in relation to practice and decision-making Present organized and professionally-enhancing
tools, strategies and insights Written by internationally-recognized leaders and expert contributors, The Role of
Knowledge Brokers in Education brings together extensive and global perspectives in an accessible yet comprehensive
volume. This book is an invaluable resource for educational leaders worldwide who are interested in using or generating
research for school improvement, as well as researchers, academics, and students in schools of education.
Innovation guides how we live, work, communicate, and use the Earth's resources. Careers in the economics field are all
related to improving electrical systems and inventing new technologies, which requires not only strong STEM knowledge
but creativity. A makerspace is the ideal environment for future electrical professionals to apply their knowledge to realworld, hands-on projects. It encourages and develops the innovation on which the future relies, no matter what area of
electronics they enter into. This enlightening volume examines the various career and education paths for success in the
field of electronics and how a makerspace can help prepare students for their future.
In a world where basic human rights are under attack and discrimination is widespread, Advancing Equality reminds us of
the critical role of constitutions in creating and protecting equal rights. Combining a comparative analysis of equal rights
in the constitutions of all 193 United Nations member countries with inspiring stories of activism and powerful court cases
from around the globe, the book traces the trends in constitution drafting over the past half century and examines how
stronger protections against discrimination have transformed lives. Looking at equal rights across gender, race and
ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation and gender identity, disability, social class, and migration status, the authors uncover
which groups are increasingly guaranteed equal rights in constitutions, whether or not these rights on paper have been
translated into practice, and which nations lag behind. Serving as a comprehensive call to action for anyone who cares
about their country’s future, Advancing Equality challenges us to remember how far we all still must go for equal rights
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for all. A free open access ebook is available upon publication. Learn more at www.luminosoa.org.
Success as a Psychology Major, First Edition by David E. Copeland and Jeremy A. Houska is an essential resource for
any student interested in pursuing an undergraduate degree in psychology. Built from the ground up with input from
hundreds of psychology students, this First Edition answers every question a trepidatious undergraduate may have.
Success as a Psychology Major opens with practical tools on how to be a successful student, walks readers through the
psychology curriculum, highlights key skills to develop, and presents the various academic and career paths to take after
graduation. Unique chapters on joining a research lab, professional organizations and clubs, documenting students'
accomplishments, and practical tools for managing time and money provide students with resources they will use
throughout their academic career. Presented in a modular format with a student-friendly narrative, this text is a step-bystep road map to a fulfilling and meaningful experience as a student of psychology.
Creating a Freelance Career covers everything anyone needs to know about becoming a freelance writer, graphic
designer, copy editor, artist, musician or any other creative occupation. It includes chapters on how to get started with
your career and where to look for work, how to write pitch or query letters, how to work with contract employers, and how
to build and sustain your business. Lingo necessary for successfully navigating the freelance world is defined throughout.
Author Jill L. Ferguson, an experienced freelance professional and educator, guides you through finding success in the
gig economy, discussing how to pursue freelancing with an entrepreneurial spirit. Creating a Freelance Career includes
examples of what to do, and what not to do, when pursuing freelance projects, and includes perspectives from additional
real-life professionals who have found success in their fields.
A revolutionary new argument from eminent Yale Law professor Daniel Markovits attacking the false promise of
meritocracy It is an axiom of American life that advantage should be earned through ability and effort. Even as the
country divides itself at every turn, the meritocratic ideal – that social and economic rewards should follow achievement
rather than breeding – reigns supreme. Both Democrats and Republicans insistently repeat meritocratic notions.
Meritocracy cuts to the heart of who we are. It sustains the American dream. But what if, both up and down the social
ladder, meritocracy is a sham? Today, meritocracy has become exactly what it was conceived to resist: a mechanism for
the concentration and dynastic transmission of wealth and privilege across generations. Upward mobility has become a
fantasy, and the embattled middle classes are now more likely to sink into the working poor than to rise into the
professional elite. At the same time, meritocracy now ensnares even those who manage to claw their way to the top,
requiring rich adults to work with crushing intensity, exploiting their expensive educations in order to extract a return. All
this is not the result of deviations or retreats from meritocracy but rather stems directly from meritocracy’s successes.
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This is the radical argument that Daniel Markovits prosecutes with rare force. Markovits is well placed to expose the
sham of meritocracy. Having spent his life at elite universities, he knows from the inside the corrosive system we are
trapped within. Markovits also knows that, if we understand that meritocratic inequality produces near-universal harm, we
can cure it. When The Meritocracy Trap reveals the inner workings of the meritocratic machine, it also illuminates the first
steps outward, towards a new world that might once again afford dignity and prosperity to the American people.
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